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STRAP CONSTRUCTION
1. Draw a line down the center of the strap on the wrong side of the fabric. 

a. If using vinyl, place double-sided tape along the left and right sides of the line drawn. 
b. If using cotton fold the short raw edges in by 1/2" (38mm and press with an iron (not pictured) 

 

 
 

2. Fold long raw edges in towards the center meeting the edge with the line drawn. Repeat for both 
sides. 

a. If using vinyl, the double-sided tape will secure in place. 
b. If using quilting cotton press with an iron. 

Next, fold strap in half and clip in place. 

 
 

3. Sew down the left and right sides of the strap with a 1/8” (3mm) seam allowance. 
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ATTACHING CROSSBODY STRAP HARDWARE 

1. Insert one end of the strap into your strap 
slider. Fold over the center bar about 1-
1.5” (2.5 – 4 cm). Clip in place. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

2. Add your swivel clasps, as pictured. 

 
3. Feed the opposite end of the strap back 

through the left side of the strap slider. 

 

 
4. Then feed through the right side of the 

strap slider. 

 
 
 

 
5. Add remaining swivel clasps to opposite 

end of strap. Fold over about 1-1.5” (2.5 – 4 
cm). Clip in place. 
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6. Add rivets to folded over edges or sew to 

secure in place. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

STRAP CONNECTORS 

1. Draw a line down the center of the strap 
on the wrong side of the fabric. 

a. If using vinyl, place double-sided 
tape along the left and right sides 
of the line drawn. 
 

2. Fold long raw edges in towards the center 
meeting the edge with the line drawn. 
Repeat for both sides. 

a. If using vinyl, the double-sided 
tape will secure in place. 

b. If using quilting cotton press with 
an iron. 

 

3. Add hardware (D-Rings, O-Rings, 
Rectangle Rings). Fold strap connector in 
half. Clip in place. Sew with a 1/8” (3mm) 
SA. 
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